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the 20th of December 1988 the Treasurer arrnounced a revíew of
the economic and taxation issues associated with the transfer of
benefits available under this Income Tax Àssessment Act 1936
("the Tax Act") from a tax payer to another Person such as a
financier. He indicated that the Government intended that tax
benefits provided by the Tax Act should only be available to the
tax payers who vlere the intended direct recipients of such
benefits. He also índicated that traditional forms of passi-ng
tax benefits in a genuine way from one tax payer to another such
as by leasing arrangements were not intended to be affected by
this review.
There has been no further news of this revien since that tine.
this has left the market in a condition of uncertainty as to Hhat
the outco¡ne of the review will be. Tnto the gap has stepped the
Conmissioner of Taxation, Mr Boucher. He has now announced in
several different fora including a celebrated lunch tine address
to the CEDA lunch in Brisbane in September last year that he is
adOpting a "bagk tO fundamentals" and a "Substance Over fgrß"
approach in reviewing aII financing arrangements that make use of
tái ¡enefits declaring "income is income" and that be ç¡i1I tax it
In this environment tax arbitrage is
wherever he can find it.
a transaction so that one tax payer
structuring
anathena because
possible
means to the conmissioner that
tax
pay
least
the
will
more
taxanother Australian PaYs
On

is particularly keen to target banks and other
financial institutions in this regard. They are gui]ty he says
of lending money in forms other than loans and deriving a tax
advantage by reeeiving r¡hat is really interest inco¡ne in tax
preferred forms such as rebateable dividends of tax free trust
distributions. The Commissioner is deter¡nined that profit by
whatever name will be assessed as income. If anyone challenges
his víew he raises the spectre of applying Part IvA'
When tax effective fínancing technigues succeed the cost of funds
for businesses and developments is 1ower. Mr Boucher nay see
The Commissioner
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that as an anomaly which leads to a misallocation of resources in
our economy. However, if funding htas provided by financial
institutions only by way of loans then although these financial
institutions would receive more assessable interest income (in
theory) borrowers also have a larger deductíon available to clain
against their assessable income (also in theory). The tax take
overall, one would consider would not be affected. In practice
however many marginally profitable developnents and projects seem
to proeeed beeause of the availability of tax effective financing
technigues. One cannot help but v¡onder if real1y the argrument is
not so mueh about tax avoidance as about the possibility of
misallocaLion of resources in our economy through the
availability for some projects and developments of tax effective
financing technigues lowering the cost of funds for those
projects and diverting funding away from other projects. Holdever
even to state that proposition would seem to reveal a flaw in
reasoning because if a project is justifiable in its own right it
would seem that ultimately it will find funding regardless of the
availability of tax effective financing technigues.
The development of the debate in relation to tax effective
financing technigues has been much advanced in the last 12
rnonths. There r¿as first the decision of the High Court in the
Myer Emporium case (FCT v. Myer Emporium L'b<l 87 ÀTC 4363) (hailed
as a watershed in the interpretation of s.25(1) of the Tax Act);
a number of sigrnificant taxation rulings; and several interesting
lower court and Tribunal decisions.
UYER EüPORIT]I,I CÀSE

The Ful1 High Court in thj.s case determined that the proceeds
from assignment by Myer of the right to receive interest income
derived from a loan which it had paid to a subsidiary were not in
the nature of capital receipt but rather income. There are two
essential reasons for the court's decision. These were that:

(a)

The payment was in reality an advance payment of the future
interest income and took its charaeter as income. A bare

assignment of the right to interest attaching to a loan
without an assignment of the underlying loan was not a
disposal of a capital asset and the proceeds r¡rere not
capital in nature.

(b)

Perhaps nore importantly was the second arm of the court,s
decision r¡hich was that the transaction was income as it was

a profit-making venture undertaken by Myer as part of,
although not in the ordinary course of, its business.
Although it was not within the normal course of Myer,s
business but hras an isolated transaction, it gras
nevertheless undertaken as part of that business with a view
to deriving a profit fron the transaction. The court
confirmed that entering into an isolated transaction can
amount to the carrying on of business and that the proceeds
of an isolated transaction undertaken as a one off venture
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fact that the transaction was undertaken
by a company with a víew to a profit and as part of Myer's
ongoing business activities all led the court to the
conclusion that proceeds of such a venture were income.
can be income. The

the judgrment is unremarkable as it has long been
the law that the proceeds from an isolated venture may be
assessable income depending upon the circunstances. One of the
interesting results of the decision appears to me to be, however,
that the reasoning of the court illustrates that there has never
rea11y been any need for s.25À (or s.26(a) as it was previously)
in the Tax Aet. Section 25(1) when given its full operation will
render liable to tax as income those transactions which are
assessable under s.25A. The decision of course vlas a godsend for
the Corunissioner in formutating his new policy that "Íncome is
To thj.s extent

income".

to rely uPon the decision in $ver in a series of
appeals since the judgment eras handed down and in a series of
public pronoutcements .
He has sought

In Tribunal Case 146 (1986-87) I ATR 4066, the Administrative
Appeals Tribunat held that the decision in Myer still required,
though, that for a profit from an isolated venture to eonstitute
income the activity or property generating the income must have
been entered or acquired for the purpose of profit-making by the
For elimination of doubt'
means giving rise to the profit.
Parliament amended s.10ZB and enacted s.10ZCA to ensure that such
assignments of income, without the underlying asset, wound not be
tax effective.
PART IVA

The Com¡nissioner has made it clear now by a series of tax rulings
and public stater¡ents that in his view Part IVA has sounded the
death kne1l for the choice principle established by the Barwick
High Court. The most recent exampLe of that was the issue of
income tax ruling number rT2456 which has been seen in some

guarters as an attempt by the Commissioner to paper over
perceived weaknesses in Part IVA by means of a tax ruling. In
this ruting the Commissioner has stated his view that a tax
benefit to which Part M would apply will exist where a scheme
results in an amount not being included in the assessable income
of a taxpayer which might reasonably be expected to have been
included under a particular provision of the Act in a tax payer's
assessable incone if the scheme had not been entered into even if
the scheme results in:
(a) an amount being included in assessable incone under another
provision; or
(b) an anount of income of a different description or nature
being included in assessable income under the same
provision.
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of course it will be apparent to all that different tax
conseguences can flow fro¡n such arrangements for example by the
conversion of capital gains to rateable dividends or the
conversion of. interest income to non-interest income. This
ruling states that even if a scheme does not reduce the overall
income of the tax payer or even if this scheme increases the
income but in such a way that there is a tax benefit over all
then Part rVA nay apply.
PROJESI FINÀNCING

of you are aware a popular technigue for financing major
projects in Australia in the last few years has been throuqh the
use of trusts known as financing unit trusts. The popularity of
these arrangements came to a standstill in August last year with
the release by the Commissioner of a draft ruling which
subsequently became income tax ruling fT2512. In the ruling the
Commissioner expressed the opinion that the two common forms of
financing unit trusts were ineffective to pass tax benefits from
In summary the types of
developers to their financiers.
guestion
were described in the ruling as
financing unit trusts in
As many

follows:

Ty'pe

1

In the first case the trustee of the financing unit trust would
acquire property from a developer. The units in the trust were
of different classes, one class being held by the developer and
the other by the financier. The trustee would derive income by
leasing the property and would set off against this income lhe
operating costs including non-cash deductions such as for
depreciation of plant and Division 1 0D write-off for eligible
income producing buílding. Invariably the non-cash deductions
would lead to tax losses being generated v¡ilhin the trust to set
off against its income. This 1ed to the situation that the trust
net income for tax purposes was less than the trust net income
for accounting purposes. The excess of the accounting income
over the tax net income would be distributed to the financier
unitholders. They woutd claim the receipt as a tax free capital
distribution.
Upon the financier being recouped for its initial investment and
return the financier, s units would be sold pursuant Lo an option
granted to the developer al the outset. It !üas argued that this
attracted the operation of s.26AAA (as the option was given
within 12 months of the acguisition of the units) and this took
the transaction outside the capital gains tax provisions of the
Tax Act (see s.160L(3) (b) ).
Type

2

arrangement a trust would be similarly
The trustee, however, would use the
1.
under
type
structured as
in
the trust to make an interest free
for
units
moneys subscribed

Under

the second type of
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loan to a developer. Ttre developer would use these moneys to
retire existing debts. The developer would lease the property to
the trustee under a development lease. The trustee would derive
income by subleasing the property.

rent received by the trustee would be set off against the
rent paid and the non-cash deductions for developnent of the
property such as depreciation and Division 10D write-off of
income producing buildings. The developer makes repaynents of
the interest free loan to the trustee and these amounts and any
excess of accounting income over tax net income are returned to
the financier unitholders as tax free distributionsCom¡non features of both of these arrangements outlined in the
ruling were:
The

The financiers subscribing

financial ínstitutions.

2

3

4

5

6

for units were banks, insurers,

financier unitholder would be gruaranteed an agreed rate
of return in much the same Íray as interest.
Commercially from the financier's viewpoint the investnent
night be regarded as a substitute for a loanThere would be an agreement by the developer to acquire or
for the trustee to redeem the financier,s units at an agreed
date for an agreed price. The price would be structured to
reflect the initial subscription nade by the financier plus
an agreed rate of return.
The financier's involvement in the trust is otherwíse
li¡nited. The financier undertook few risks of ownership.
The developer would be liable to "top up'r any shortfall in
funds required to meet the financier's agreed rate of
The

return.

7

I
9

The financier would be indemnified against third party
liabilities.
The financier would be indemnified against "Ioss" Lf, the
wbole arrangement was not tax effective.

parties to the arrangement v¡ou1d be developers or
persons in si¡nilar positions who could not take full and
inmediate advantage of deductions for depreciation of plant
interest and building write-off which would otherwise be
The other

available.

It would be no surprise if the Comnissioner, in examining tax
effective financing arrangements of other kinds in the future
would took for similar features in deciding whether or not to
apply the type of reasoning used in TT2512 to those other
arrangements.
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The conclusíon reached in IT2512 was that these features
demonstrated that the financing arrangements etere a substitute
for loans which would otherwise have been ¡nade. Further the
arrangements were undertaken by the financial institutions
involved as part of their nor¡na1 business activities. There was
no need to rely on the principle in the Mver case. Therefore the
distributions received by the¡n are to be regarded as in the
nature of income under s.25(1 ) or s.254. Although the character
of such distributions from trust might, ín the case of other
beneficiaries in other circumstances be regarded as tax free
distributions of capital in aecordance with general Iegal
pri-nciples, in looking at the character of the income (as one is
required to do) in the hands of the recipient the nature of the
recipient's business and course of dealings must be taken into
accou¡rt. The character of the distribution is not capital in the
hands of the finanee unitholder just because it has that
character in the hands of the trustee.

In reaching this conclusion the Commissioner confirned his view
that Ðivision 6 of Part III of the Tax Àct is not an exclusive
Such
code for the taxing of distributions from trusts.
distributions may sti1l be assessed upon s.25(1) or s.254.
said that in ease he was vrrong in these viev¡s
then he would be prepared to examine in each case the
applicability of Division 16E of Part III of the Tax Act to the
guaranteed return of income at the end of the contractual period
to the finance unitholder and as a fail safe device to apply Part

The Comrnissioner

IVA.

Before leaving this ruling it is important to note two broad
categories of arrangements which are said by the ruling itself to
fall outside the ruling.

(a)

The first is that the ruling does not affect cases where the
Commissioner had previously given opinions that a financing
unit trust arrangement !üas effective nor arrangements
entered into on or before Lhe 18th of August 1988 (whieh was
the date of issue of tax ruling IT2500 setting out the
Commissioner's policy on advance opinions) where there are
no nateriaL differences between those arrangements and those

on which the private rulings were given.

rt is

my

understanding that because of the difficulties in obtaining
private advance opinions from the Co¡nmissioner at the tine
when financing trust arrangements were in vogue, many
arrangements vrere entered into without a specifie private

ruling but were structured so as to duplicate so far as
possible the structures in other cases where private rulings
had been obtained. Obviously it will be neeessary for
packagers of finance to be able to satísfy the Commissioner
in cases where private rulings were not obtained that they
were naterially the same as other situations where rulings
had been obtained.
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The second exemptíon from the ruling is in relation to
"ordinary" trusts. The ruling states that distrÍbutions
made in excess of tax net income in ordinary trusts will not
be affected by fT2512. The expression "ordinary trust" is
explained by the ruling to mean a family trust or a trust
crãated by will or a unit trust where the beneficiaries/
unitholders are entítted to both corpus and income of the
trust. That is where they bear all the risks of ownership
and participate in profit. The interests in such trusts the
ruling says are not ones where it would normally be
concluded that the beneficiary/unitholder is obtaining a
return ofr commercial activities carried on by the
benef iciary/unitholder .

PRIVATE ADVAT{CE OPINIONS

it seems as a result of the
furore arising out of the draft ruling on financing unit trusts'
This is because of the existence of earlier private rulings given
by the commissioner to some tax payers l¿hich ï¡as directly
cãntradictory to the draft ruling. rr2500 now states' among
other things, that an advance opinlon wíIl only apply to the tax
payer to whom it is given. It cannot be taken as a precedent for
the
other cases. It r¿i11 have application only in respect to
in
the
facts situatíon presented and the transaction specified
fT2500 was issued by the Commissioner

application.

.ãLTER}TÀTIVE STRUCN'RES

Since the release of IT2512 there has been a careful examination
of the ruling and consideration of other forms of 1ega1 structure
r¿hich rnight achieve the types of tax benefits formerly achieved
through the use of financíng unit trusts'

At the present tine
use of -

¡nost research appears

to concentrate

(a)

Leases {including leveraged leases); and

(b)

Partnerships (including limited partnerships)

upon the

as possible means for the transfer of tax benefits such as
depreciation on plant, write off of income producing buildings
and financing costs.

(a) teasing
traditional leases have been expressly exempted by the Treasurer
in hís state:nent of the 20th of December 1988 from the policy
review into the economic and tax issues surrounding the transfer
of tax benefits. However it can be expeeted that that review
the
will not overturn the existing rulings and poliey of'
(refer
arrangements
lease
leveraged
Government in relation to
income tax rulíngs IT114, 2051 and 2220) and eguity leasing
arrangements (refer income tax ruling 1T2169) '
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In a simple lease arrangement the tenant (which would be a body
in which the financier had an interest) would enter into a
development lease with the owr¡er of property. Under thís
arrangement the tenant would make expenditure on acquisition of
plant, construction of income producing buildings and other
developnent costs. The deductions in respect of eligible ineome
producing buildings under Division 10D are specifically made
available to eligible lessees expendíng moneys upon construction
of the building.
in relation to expenditure upon plant and eguipment the
availability of the deduction for depreciation depends upon the
tenant being the owner of the plant. Of course plant can include
fixtures but there is always a threshold question to be answered
as to whether in relation to plant which is affixed to the
building or land whether the tenant is able to claim a deduction
for depreciation as ob¡ner or not. This is because of the
supervening 1ega1 principle that upon affixation to the land the
plant becomes part of the land and not the property of the
tenant. In Tax Ruling IT175 the Commissioner indicated that
despite the strict legal position, he would accept depreciation
on fixtures installed by a Èenani provicieri ihe tenant had a
specific right of removal or compensation on termination of the
However

1ease.

(b) Partnerships
Partnerships are also a viable alternative to financing unit
trusts due to the ability for partners to directly share in
profits and losses of the parlnership. fndeed an advantage which
partnerships have over unit trusts is that with trusts of any
sort losses are quarantined until further income is earned by the

trust which can be offset against the losses. With the
partnership the losses are effectively "distributed" to the
partners and are available to the partners to be applied against
their separate incone from other sources. Partnerships are able
to claim the sarne deductions for depreciation and building write
off and financing costs as corporations, individual tax payers or
trustees.

However there are some features of the treatment of partnerships
which are disadvantageous from the point of view of using them as
a structure for financing arrangernents. Some of these features
ãrê.
1

of the unlimited liability of
the partners in a common form partnership. Traditionally
this exposure to unlimited personal liability on the part of
the partners is overcome by using linited 1íability
companies (or other structures offering 1Ímited liability)
as the partners in the partnership. It is important to note
that with the provisions for transfer of company losses
within wholly owned company groups (under s.80G of the Tax
act) the possibilities for the effective use of this type of
structure are considerably expanded.
The commercial disadvantages
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under the capital gains tax provisions in Part IIIÀ of the

Tax Act the taxation treatment of partnerships remains
uncertain. The Commissíoner adopts a "fractional" approach
in which he regards each partner as having a separate
fractional interest (according to his partnership share) in
all of the assets of the partnership. On this view
rearrangements of partnerships cause a disposal of the
outgoing partner's interest in those assets but the
interests of the other partners remain unaffected. However
the difficulties with this approach are that there is no
legislative authority in Part IIIA of the Tax Act for this
theory and there is the general legal principle that changes
in a partnership constitute a dissolution of the partnership
and a fornation of a neb¡ partnership. Prina facie this
would indicate a complete disposal of all of the assets of
the partnership and a reaeguisition. Tine does not permit a
complete analysis of this problem but what has been said is
sufficient to highlight the diffieulties presented.

of partnerships {certainly in Queensland) nay
involve the imposition of stamp duty as a disposal of an
interest in a business.

Rearrangements

(c) Linited PartnershiPs
it would be remiss of ¡ne to leave this topic
withãut rnentioning the possible future role of linited
partnerships as a structure in financing arrangements. Presently
límited partnerships are available to be used only under the
legislation in Western Australia, Tasmania and Queensland. The
prãvisions in Queensland are contained in the Mercantile Act
1865. Over a nunber of years limited partnerships have received
little use or attention due to the formalities and problems
associated with their use. The major problems apart from the
difficulty in complying with the formal reguirements have been
associated with the doubts surrounding the status of such
partnerships when they trade outside the jurisdiction of the
St"t" under whose legislation they are established. Nevertheless
the form of structure is a very popular one in the United States,
particularly in raising venture capitalFol}owing an increase in demand for this type of strueture in
gueenslãnd in reeent years, particularly in the fields of
iyndication of property developments, primary production, film
pioduction and, more recently, teehnology related venLures, the
Queensland Parliament has enacted the Partnership (Li¡nited
Act to replace the existing provisions of the
iir¡:.fity)
Mercantile Act 1865. The Partnership (Linited Liability) Act at
the time of writing has been enacted but will probably not come
into force until about the 13th of May 1989. At the tirne it
comes into force it is likely that the Attorney-General will also
announce some amendments to remedy perceived flaws in the
legislation, particularly relating to the loss of limited
fiã¡i:.ity in circumstances where there is any change in the
Being a Queenslander
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of the partnership until the change ís registered. It is
presently proposed that these amendments will be retrospective to
the com¡nencement of the legislation. The present Partnership
(Linited Liability) Act removes a number of difficulties
associated with the previous provisions of the Mercantile Act
1865. No new partner limited partnerships are presently allowed
to be formed under the Mercantile Act '1865.
makeup

The nevr Act preserves the following features of a limited
partnership:

(a) a linited partnership is a partnership which exists between
persons one or more of whom is a general partner and one or
more of whorn is a Iímited partner;
(b) a limited partner in a limited partnership is Iiable to
contribute towards the liabilities of the firm but so as not
to exceed the sum shown in relation to that limited partner
in the register to the extent to which he is liable to
contribute;

( ¡\
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in the form of

(d) a limited partner must not take part i.n the management of
the partnership and v¡here he does so in breach of that
provision he is liable for all liabilities of the firm white
he does so as if he were a general partner.
The following substantial changes are made fro¡n the previous Act:

(a) there will no longer be a 7 year time linit
duration of the partnership;

upon the

(b) the limit of liability of partners is not lirnited to debts
but extends to any debt, obligation or other liability
howsoever

arising;

(c) the Bill expressly provides that a limited partner has no
power to bind the firm;
(d) provisions are nade for the introduction and retirement of
partners without dissolution of the limited partnership;
(e) there is no requirement for a limited partner to aetually
contribute his capitar to the partnership but he may become
a limited partner simply by agreeing to do so;
(f) there is a much clearer statement of the procedures to be
followed for formation and registration of the rimited
partnership;

(s) the advertising reguirement preliminary to the creation of
the partnership is removed;
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(h) the partners nay by agreenent alter the extent to which a
partner is liable to contribute and must give notice of that
alteration;
(i)

generally, the Àct is streamlined and modernized from the
pertaining under the prevíous
Act;
procedures and circumstances

(j)

most sigrnificantly, the procedures for transfer of the
interests of limited partners and retirement and addition of
linited partners have been substantially amended without the
dire consequences of loss of li-nited liability.

sigrnificant, outstanding disadvantage associated
partnerships,
even under the new Àct, will be the
lirnited
with
continuing guestion of the status of the limited partners in
relati,on to activities conducted by the partnership outside
pueensland. It would appear that this problem cannot be overcome
by Queensland legislation and one of the following renedies would
have to be followed:
Perhaps the most

(a) a practical remedy of the limited partnership acqui.ring a
li¡nited liability company to conduct its activities outside
the State;
(b) corresponding and reciprocal legislation passed in
other jurisdiction in Australia; or
(c) a national co-operative
operating in relation
Iegislation.
There are two important notes

Iiability partnerships.

each

similar to that presently
to companies and securities

scheme

relating to the taxation of limited

These are:

The argrument that has from time to time been raised, both in

Australia and in the United Kingdon, is the narìner of
distribution of tax losses among the partners in a limited
partnership. The provisions of Division 5 of Part ffl of the Tax
Act in relation to the taxation of partnerships do not
specifically refer to the situation of limited partnerships.
Hor,rever, it appears to ne that the better view is that a limited
partner is entitled to share in a partnership loss in the same
v¡ay as an ordinary partner. This view is consistent with the
wording of sub-s.5(3) of the Partnership Act Queensland and s.64
of the Mercantile Act 1865 ("... all the members of a limited
partnership shall be subject to the li.abilities and entitled to
the rights of general partners") and s.40(2) of the Partnership
(Lirnited Liability) act ("... the liability of a lirnited partner
ín a limited partnership to contribute is that of a partner in a
partnership that j.s not a limited partnership").
It is also consistent with the ordinary reading of the words "the
individual interest of the partner in the partnership loss"
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contained in sub-s.92(2) of the Tax Act. Each individual partner
has an individual interest in the losses to the extent that they
reduce the amount of profits which rnight be available to him
regardless of the extent of his personal liability in general
terms for the debts of the partnership.

This view is also supported by the 1986 House of tords decision
in Reed {Inspector of Taxesl v, Youns (1986) WLR 649. Although
the wording of the relevant statute was different, the House of
Lords dealt with the matter rather in general prínciples than by
specific reference to the precise wording of the statutes (see
page 654 of the Report).

Alternative views hold that a special partner is only entitled to
share in the partnership loss to the extent of the capital
contributed by hin and that a limited partner is only entitled to
share in a partnership loss in the same proportion as his capital
bears to the overall capital contributed. It does not appear
that this view has found any support in the United Kingdon.

f trave been unable to find any specific authority on the point by
an Àustralian court. However, for a tax case in which the
deductibility of losses for a limited partnership was considered
recently see ÀAT case 4769 20 ATR 33.
IT2519 FINåNCING

PÃRTNER.SHIPS

However, many of the proposals for the use of leases and
partnerships as alternative vehicles for tax effective financing
arrangements may have been overtaken by the release at the end of
February this year of Tax RuIing 122519 which considered a
f inancing partnership.
The faets in this case were that a conpany wished to construct a
nelv processing plant on land in Australia. A group of Australian
financiers agreed instead of providing financial acconmodation by
way of loans to the company that a partnership would be forned in
which the company and the financiers would be eguity partners.
rhe partners provided funds to the partnership by Yray of
contribution of capital. The partnershj-p entered into a lease of
the land upon which the processing plant was to be constructed.

The other relevant facts are briefly set out in the ruling as
follows:
The equity partnership acquires shares

to sufficiently

fund

262 of the total cost of construction of the processing
plant. The balance of the costs are met by finance obtained
by A1 from independent banking sources and on-lent to the
equity partnership and by funds made available through a
hire purchase facility applicable to the plant and equipment
by D, a non-resident finance company, in which A has a
minority shareholding interest. (See steps (3), (5) and
(6) ).
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to construct the plant and
buildings on land owned by 41. A1 leases the land to the
equity partnership which, under the site lease, is gíven a
right to remove the plant. Àl is also paid by the eguity
partnership to manage and operate the plant. The eguÍty
partnership repays the loan fron À1 referred to in (1 ) above
(see step (4) ).
The eguity partnership pays A1

D purehases from the equity partnership the plant

progressively during the course of construction of the plant
by 41.
A2 pays the eguíty partnership to process materials at the
The charges for this are calculated to cover any
loan repayments to be made by the eguity partnership to å1
under {2) and hire purchase payments under (5) plus a
Payment is to
predetermined guaranteed annual return.
plant
is to be made
is
and
completed
commence before the
processed.
whether or not materials are

plant.

C acquires the plant fron Ð by lray of a hire purchase
agreement under which C will have a right to purchase the
plant for a purely nominal amount after the hiring is
terninated, (Alternatively, C nay purchase the plant from D
instead of entering into a hire purchase agreement).
The equity partnership acquires the plant fron C under a
hire purchase agreement with similar terms to (5) (or by

direct
7

-

purchase).

If the agreement in (5) is a hire purchase agreement' the
benefits are assigned to 44.
financiers own the shares in 81, E2 and 83. At the end
of the arangements, or upon the happening of certain
events, the financiers have the right to require A3 to
purchase their interests for certain preset amounts which
ensure a determined rate of return on the funds provided.
The equity partnership is to dissolve at the end of the
The

arrangement.

Under the documentation the financiers $¡ere guaranteed a
predetermined rate of return. The fínanciers could require the
other partner (the operator) to buy their partnership shares for
pre-set amounts. The partnership was to dissolve at the end of
the arrangements.
Guaranteed payments v¡ere to be made to the partnership for
processing material, whether or not processing vtas undertaken.
Paynents for processing were also to begin before the plant was
completed.

In the circumstances, the Comnissioner considered that the
arrangement lvas essentially a tax ef f ective f inancing.
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Effectively a loan was being made by the financial institutions
and their return was in substance interest. In relation to the
specific matters on which the Commissioner' s opiníon h¡as
requested in the Ruling, the Commíssioner advised:
that the whole arrangement v¡as unconmercial
and gave rise to the concern that it ldas merely a tax
effective financing to take advantage of tax benefits.
He s¡as concerned

2

not clai¡n a deduction for depreciatíon
of plant which had become a fixture on the leasehold
property. Normally a site lessee may be treated as the
owner of plant or articles for depreciation purposes, wlrere
the plant is a fixture on the leasehold property or is a
structural improvernent (refer IT175). But in this case, the
tenant had not retained the necessary degree of ownership to
be regarded as eligible for the depreciation deduction under
s.54. The Ruling indicated that the Commissioner would look
at the types of matters that are normally looked at to
determine whether plant has become a fixture of the land or
not in deternining whether a tenant coul-d cl-ain the
depreciation deductions. The tax office looks at:
The partnership could

(a) the precise nature of the tenant's rights in respect of
the plant;

(b) the nature of the plant;
(c) the circumstances of

annexation.

Plant generally forms property of the land owner if part of the
original building itself or if because the object and purpose of
the annexation makes the plant a permar¡ent part of the land.
Although in this case the partnershi.p had a contractual right to

the p1ant, in reality, this right r^ras not only íllusory
(as the v¡hole lntent was that the partnership would not remove
the plant or be paid for it) as the partnership was to terminate
at about the same time as the relevant hire purchase agreement
terminated the partners would never own the plant for more than a

remove

brief period.

In these circumstances, neither IT175 nor fT196 would enable the
claiming of the depreciatíon deduction by the partnership.
It seems clear that in formulating 1T2519 simílar types of

considerations have borne upon the Connissioner's mind as
evident in IT2512 in relation to financing unit trusts.

h¡ere

Further, he no longer is prepared to extend the flexible,
practieal approach which he previously adopted under IT175 and
IT196 to the depreciation of tenants¡ fixtures to a case
involving transfer of that tax benefit to a financier.
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Other relevant rulings
There have been two other sigrnificant Tax Rulings in the last 12
months which reinforce the Commissioner's attitude towards the
use of tax effective financing techniques. The first was \T2495

to debt defeasance arrangements where the
ruled that the defeasance did not result in the
derivation of tax free capital gains but rather assessable inco¡ne
of a borrower under s.25(1) or s.254 and 112513 in relation to
margin lending arrangement to deny the lender's entitlement under
such arrangements to a s.46 rebate.
in relation

Conmissioner

In each case the Commissioner has treated arrangements which
resulted in tax preferred treatment of receipts as assessable
income on ordinary eoncePts under s.25(1 ) and, failing that, has
sought to apply Part IvA to deny any tax benefit which would
otherwise result from the arrangements. For the purPoses of our
discussion today the terms of these rulings need not be
considered in detail but it is important to note them as further
examples of the sane principle and techniques being pursued by
the Co¡nmissioner to deny tax advantages fron various financing
structutes
techniques which he perceives to be artificial
desigrned to convert ordinary income into a tax preferred receipt
either in the nature of a tax free capital reeeipt, exempt
incone, rebateable income or income of a different character.
is one in which s.25(1) will be applied in the
instance and in the event that the com¡nissioner cannot

The environment

first

succeed

in an

argrument

that the relevant receipts

ordinary concepts, he r¿il1 attempt to apply Part IvA.

are income

DEDUCTIBILITT OF INTEREST

vein as the Commissioner's "back to fundamentals"
I
approach, thought it would be appropriate to refer in passíng
to Tax Ruling 1T2461 and AAT Case U90 87 ATC 513. this is a
ruling and a case which have not received much attention but they
would appear to establish a vitally important principle for all
those interested in developing property and financing such
developnents. Case U90 involved sirnple facts in which a taxpayer
was a family conpany which acguired two vacant parcels of land.
At the time of acguisition the taxpayer had vagrue intentions of
constructing houses for rent on each block but no specific p1an.
A loan was taken out to acquire the 1and. fhe land r.¡as held
undeveloped with no steps being taken toward progressing any
developnent of the land for several years. fhe taxpayer clai¡ned
a tax deduction for the holding costs of the land including
interest. Mr Roach, a senior member of the Tribunal, disallowed
the clain for holding costs. He analysed the principle referred
to in Income Tax Rulings IT166 and TT2374 and established by the
case of Travelodqe Papua New Guinea Limited v. Chief Collector of
Taxes 85 ATC 4432. AII of these stand as authority for the
proposition that where a taxpayer has at all naterial times the
intention to develop land to derive assessable income, then the
In the

same
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fact that no assessabie income is generated in the year of
expenditure on holding costs does not preclude a deduction for
those holding costs from being al1owabIe.

in Case U90 the Tribunal held that the circumstances of
that case were distinguishable fro¡n those eonsidered in the
earlier rulings and in the Travelodqe case as in the present case
the taxpayer had no clear income producing intention at the time
the expenditure vras incurred. However, in reachíng this
conclusíon, Mr Roach gave an example which must fill developers
and financiers alike with some concern. He said that the
taxpayer's intention in this case was not sufficient in terms of
turning the land to income producing purposes to justify
deduction for the holding costs. He said that:
However,

"To that extent the state of mind of the applicant was akin
to that of a promoter interested in the developnent of
tourist facilities on a freehold site who might intend to
buitd a licensed hotel or an unlicensed motel or other
facilities serving the tourist trade; but who has yet to
settle on basic features of the design of any of those
particular developments. Âs to the hotel project, matters
which night 1ie undetermined would be the nuxnber and size of
bedrooms and suites, their standard of construction and
fitting out, the sitting of the building, the percentage of
the site to be occupied, the number of storeys, what service
faeilities in the vray of lounges, bars, dining rooms,
sporting facilities and entertainment complexes should be
provided and so on. In that regard the only significant
difference between the circumstances of the present
application and those of travelodge is that the desigm of
its hotel complex was probably at a more advanced stage when
its tender was accepted. rn the Board decision (referred to
in IT2374) the distinction is that the property was already
in a lettable condition when it was purchased, although the
taxpayers chose not to commit it to an income earning course
at that time."

That passage, if correct, would mean that holding costs claimed
by many developers would not be eligible for deduction.

Mr Roach also found that the real estate, developed to a
eondition in which it would be suitable for letting etas the
"profit yielding" subject. Following the decision j-n Sun
Ne$¡spapers (Sun Newspapers Ltd and Associated Newspapers Ltd v.
FCT (1938) 61 CLR 337), the Tribunal considered that the interest
and rates holding costs were costs of establishing that asset as
distinct from operating it and therefore grere non-deductibte
capital expenses.
In fT2461 the Commissioner considers the decísion in Case U90.
He states that the case does not affect the existing Rulings
given in IT166 and 2374 which v¡ere correct in relation to the
facts situations to which they related. Provided he is satisfied
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that the necessary income producing purpose was held at the time
that holdings costs were incurred, a deduction for those holding
costs will continue to be allowed. However, from the example
given by Mr Roach in Case u90, it would appear that the
Corunissioner's prior practice reveals a divergence between when
he regards the relevant income producing intention to exist and
when a court or Tribunal may regard it to exist.
Tax

rates and depreciation rates

The other major "environnental" impact upon tax effectíve
financing in recent times has been the reduction in the effective
deductions available for non-cash items, by the reduction in the
corporate tax rate to 39?, and the removal of accelerated rates
of depreciation for plant acguired after 25 May 1988. The new
systen of depreciation over effective life (or 1 0 years,
whichever is less) with a 202 loading will severely limit tax
benefits available for transfer.
CONCLUSION

Therefore, it appears that the major environmental changes in
recent times whÍch have reduced the attraetiveness of tax
effective financing techniques have been:
The reduction in the amount of benefits which might be
available for transfer fron one taxpayer to another in such
financing arrangenents, specifically by the reduction in the
corporate tax rate and the removal of accelerated
depreciation rates.

to basics" approach adopted by the Australian
Taxation Office in dealing with tax effective financing
arrangements. As reflected in recent tax rulings, thj-s
approach will be to "Iook through" the form of financing

2

The new "back

3

techniques and to label the underlying financial
accommodation as a loan by the financier with income in the
form of interest being derived as a return on these loans.
The willingness of the Conmissioner to rely upon the threat
of Part rVå of the Tax Act to strike at financing techniques
as uncom¡nercial and tax avoidance technigues while not
actively seeking to litigate on Part M so that the exact
boundaries of its operations are not yet decided by the
courts.

In response to these initiatives by the Government, the
environment is now one in which other techniques v¡hich nay be
perceived as more "legitimate" are being examined to pass tax
benefits from taxpayers who cannot make effective use of thern to
taxpayers who may be able to do so. The techniques which are
possible in this regard are leasing, the us of "ordínary" trusts,
partnerships and limited partnerships. However' it appears from
Tax Ruling A!2519 that the Conmissioner wí11 apply the same
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críteria which he developed in Tax Ruling fT2512 in relation to
financíng unit trusts to establish whether or not a financing
arrangement is legitinate or a "tax effective financing" whích he
should challenge. The underlying Inessage apPears to be that the
Govern¡nent's apparent policy ín past years of allowing the
transfer of tax benefits to reduee financíng costs is to be
discontinued.

